Kemi
Post Tour
Kemi offers things to do and experience all year round. The sea with a charming archipelago
freezes in the winter time and offers white night magic in the summer time. In Kemi you have a
direct access to the sea in every season, possibilities of various activities with a special twist like
during the winter time you can participate on the world-famous Icebeaker Sampo cruises or Ice
Driving on the frozen sea. We are a home to the world’s first ice driving location on the frozen sea.
You can enjoy the freezing weather in warm Olokolo nests, dog-safaries, forest skiing or riding a
snowmobile and many unique other programmes all year round in the beautiful Archipelago.
Kemi is also the home of the world's largest SnowCastle which is reconstructed every year to a
different design. In summer you can enjoy also cruises in the beautiful archipelago and there are
many musical events and festivals, many of them in the inner harbour area which is the
"livingroom" during the summer time. Newest unique facilities and attractions in Kemi are Seaside
Glass Villas and Arctic Adventure Island.
Programme
21.1 Friday
13:55-15:30 Flight to Kemi
15:45-16:00 Transfer to the city centre
16:00-17:30 Hotel inspection (Hotel Cumulus, Hotel Merihovi, Savotta)
18:00-18:30 Presentation of Lapland Safaris (Sea-Lapland)
18:30 Guided tour in the SnowCastle
19:00-21:00 Dinner in the SnowRestaurant
Overnight in SnowHotel
22.1 Saturday
9:00-10:00 Visit in the Ice driving centre, Finland challenges you
11:00-17:30 Snowmobile safari to the Icebreaker Sampo and Icebreaker
Sampo cruise
19:00 Dinner in the Seaside Lodge
Overnight at the Seaside Glass Villa
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23.1 Sunday
10:00-11:30 Olokolo ride to the Arctic Adventure Island
11:45 Transfer to the Reindeer farm
12:00-13:00 Visit in the reindeer farm and reindeer ride
13:00-14:00 Lunch at the Reindeer farm
14:00-14:15 Transfer to the Airport
15:55-17:25 Flight to Helsinki

Your host of VisitKemi is Mr. Tomi Sipola
His email is: tomi@visitkemi.fi
Telphone: +358 (0) 16 258 878
More information: www.visitkemi.fi

Cancellation policy
Please note that there is no-show fee and some destinations may request an
earlier deadline for cancellation, as well as your credit card information.
Remember to read the terms
Terms of cancellation:
Cancellation fee: - After the 12th of December 2017: 250,00 euros. - After the 2nd of
January 2018: 500,00 euros.

The Buyer must contact the Organizer at the latest
8th January, 2018 via email:
kari.halonen@messukeskus.com
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